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A range of white coloured interlayers for laminated glass are 

now available offering different levels of privacy screening 

and diffusion of incoming light. White translucent laminated glass 

is available in 3 white interlayer colours, Arctic Snow (standard 

translucent laminated glass offer), Cool White and Polar White. 

Minimum thickness is 6.38mm.

Arctic Snow - With a medium light transmission (66%), provides 

comfortable privacy without complete opacity and is the standard 

product offer;

Cool White - Beautifully frosted Cool White has a high light 

transmission level (81%) - allowing light to enter a space while 

maintaining privacy;

Polar White - With a low light transmittance (7%), Polar White has 

superior capability to block visibility while offering color uniformity. It 

is ideal for designers who want a crisp white glazing or two different 

colors of glass in a single unit, i.e., white on one side and an opaque 

color on the other.

Translucent laminated glass can also be supplied in other colours 

by adding an additional coloured interlayer such as grey or green 

etc. Typical starting thickness is a minimum of 6.76mm. Note that the 

colour of these tinted translucent laminates will vary from one side to 

the other. With this in mind where panels are adjacent to each other, 

it is important they are glazed the same way for colour consistency.
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE - TRANSLUCENT LAMINATED

TYPE SHGC U-VALUE VLT%

6.38mm Translucent (Arctic Snow) 0.67 5.7 66

6.38mm Cool White Translucent 0.73 5.7 81

6.38mm Polar White Translucent 0.23 5.7 7

6.76mm Grey Translucent 0.57 5.7 33

Artic Snow (Std Translucent offer)

Cool White

Polar White

SIZE AND THICKNESS RANGE

 > 6.38mm to 25.52mm Thickness for Arctic Snow, Cool White and 

Polar White colours;

 > 6.38mm/10.38mm White Translucent (Arctic Snow) as basic 

stocked sheet offering. Sizes 2440mm x 3660mm;

 > Other thicknesses and sizes available on application as part of our 

custom laminated glass offer. 


